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About This Game

Flash Point is a multiplayer First-person Shooter Game with a ton to offer.
MAIN FEATURES

Quick Play Matchmaking

Server Browser

Team Deathmatch, Free-For-All, Domination

4 Maps

In-Game Weapon Unlocks

Weapon Customization

2-12 Players per match

Large Arsenal of Weapons to Use

Chat System Team/All
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Flash Point is a First-Person Shooter Online game that lets you compete with players all over the world. Battle against players in
multiple terrains from outdoor environments to indoors. Epic battles allowing absolute chaos. With so many players to kill and

experience points to earn to unlock new weapons for battle what are you waiting for?

The game is centered around the idea of simplistic yet addictive gameplay. With multiple different game modes to play you can
pick your battles and fight in totally different scenarios. Earn weapons in this game to make you the best. Fight your way to the

top!

Progressive Ranking System
Challenges to customize your guns
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Title: Flash Point - Online FPS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Aidan Gignac
Publisher:
Aidan Gignac
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel i3 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon™ RX 460 Graphics or Nvidia Equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 64-bit Architecture

English
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The idea is simple yet clever - a bejeweled-like game that lets you clear the board in the rhythm of your favourite music. Sounds
like fun, right? Well, it's not. The beat detection - a core part of this game mechanics - is totally screwed up which makes it
pretty much unplayable.
First time, I played for about an hour before I grew irritated enough to uninstall the game. Second time, I got frustrated after a
few songs. Third time, I didn't even manage to finish the first song. There will be no fourth time, I'm more than sure.. Not bad at
all. Beautifully written and its amazing how the story changes when you choose different stuff. Nicely done!. Very simple and
satisfying Pong-esque pvp game, which is hard to fault considering its price. However, it would definitely benefit from a couple
more maps, player customisation and more responsive controller support (not to mention lack of options in setting up certain
gametypes, i.e. time\/score limits). It would also be much appreciated to have a pause menu in-game, rather than having to force
quit out.

That aside, works well as a local multiplayer time filler, but does feel like you're just fullscreening something off miniclip.. nice
and polished but expensive for one level only - not enough content yet as theres jsut the one level, the gun is too much hard
work to kill somthing too. Bowling game with weird power-ups. Instead of making bowling more interesting it did the opposite
for me. I found it rather boring. The rare times you going to play a bowling game you are better of playing Wii Sports Bowling..
When I first saw Fabula Mortis, I thought is was a first person Torchlight or another action RPG. Instead, it's a multiplayer
game with Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch, and Weapon Wrangle. All I've been doing is playing Deathmatch against the bots
because I can't find any players. Nice art design and interesting characters can't save a multiplayer game without any players.

In addition, the FOV is too low for PC players. Yes, TotalBiscuit isn't the only person who wishes games came with FOV sliders
and I hope the devs fix this. I purchased this in a bundle, hoping bundle purchases would generate some interest but so far I
haven't found anyone. Oh well, back to the bots.

I'm going to give this a recommendation, because it is a fun game but you may want to check around to see if the player base
has improved before buying.

Edit: My antivirus program was blocking settings from being changed. The problem is now fixed thanks to the devs.. hahs godo
tiemas. For some reason this addon has been given bad reviews (I can't read them, because they are in German, and Steam
blocks them). I don't know what their problem is. It's a fairly simple addon, you have to edit ailist.cfg and parklist.cfg files for
individual maps to let the cars show up. The cars themselves look good, but if you use the full AI list, you will see performance
decrease, so I recommend not using all of them. This isn't really the publishers fault, Omsi has a very outdated and poorly
optimized engine (it came a long way, but it's still not good enough). So you need to be a little smart about this addon, but other
than that, I'm happy with it! The instructions in how to use it are fairly straightforward by the way.. Okies, this game isn't for
everyone, it has a simple quirky nature to it which some peeps may find annoying or way too simple, but if you're a casual
gamer who likes something a little different and not too fussed on fancy graphics or thrills, then this may be for you.

It's quirky, fun, simple, silly, easy and yes somewhat low budget, but it's alright in it's way. :)
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This is an amazing Expansion to the AoE series. The new terrains are my personal favorite, and the expansion itself is nice play.
I totally reccomend it!. An interesting experiment in procedural-ludic music composition. The game as a whole is pretty
lackluster though.

4/10. couldnt even get past the tutorial before somthing went wrong with the controls. its telling me how to attack and select
things and neither of those things happen. requested a refund. its to bad a lot of this company's games are remarkably good
. This game is an absolute piece of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 don't spend any
money on it. Couldn't even play the bloody \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Thank you.. I’m half an hour in, and enjoying what I’m seeing so far. Crisp visuals, food voice acting, and a rich narrative that
draws you in. I wasn’t expecting the cast of characters, but with their relationships and hidden back stories, I can tell there’s
plenty to look forward to here. Thumbs: UP!
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